An acoustic vector-sensor (a.k.a. a vector hydrophone for underwater applications) comprises one pressuresensor plus three uniaxial velocity-sensors which are orthogonally oriented with regard to one other. Song & Wong [8] has analyzed how these four components can be placed arbitrarily in space to extend the threedimensional array aperture, yet estimating a far-field incident acoustic emitter's azimuth-elevation directionof-arrival. This work will focus on the particular array geometry whereby the four components are aligned on a straight line in three-dimensional space. This work will show how to estimate a far-field emitter's azimuthelevation direction-of-arrival unambiguously, despite the four components' spatial separation, despite these separations' arbitrariness and sparseness.
1 Introduction -The Acoustic Vector-Sensor A notable literature has emerged using a four-component acoustic vector-sensor to estimate the azimuthelevation direction-of-arrival of acoustic emitters. Surveys this considerable literature are available from [4, 6, 7] .
A four-component acoustic vector sensor constitutes of a pressure-sensor, plus three identical but perpendicular univariate velocity-sensors. These four components are often idealized as collocated. Mathematically, this acoustic vector-sensor (if placed at the origin of the three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, without loss of generality) is characterized by this 4 × 1 array-manifold [1, 3, 5] , in response to a unit-power incident acoustic wave that emits from the far field and that has traveled through an homogeneous isotropic medium: 
where θ ∈ [0, π] denotes the elevation-angle measured from the vertical z-axis, φ ∈ [0, 2π) represents the azimuth-angle measured from the positive x-axis, u(θ, φ) refers to the direction-cosine along the xaxis, v(θ, φ) symbolizes the direction-cosine along the y-axis, and w(θ) signifies the direction-cosine along the z-axis. The first, second, and third components in a(θ, φ) correspond to the acoustic velocity-sensors aligned along the x-axis, the y-axis, and the z-axis, respectively. These three univariate velocity-sensors together measure the acoustic particle velocity vector, i.e., the gradient vector of the pressure field, thus specifying the negative of the incident wavefield's propagation direction. Lastly, the fourth component in a(θ, φ) corresponds to the pressure-sensor. These four components together satisfy the Frobenius-norm
, regardless of θ and φ. Here, [·] denotes the th element of the vector inside the square brackets.
One drawback of the above acoustic vector-sensor is its point-sized array aperture, on account of its four components' spatial collocation. However, if these four components are separated spatially, there would arise spatial phase factors among these components' measured data. Consequentially, the array-manifold of (1) would become invalid, and the pressure field's gradient vector would not be measured, and the incident wavefield's propagation direction could no longer be straight-forwardly obtainable by being read off from the gradient vector.
Nonetheless, [8] has shown how the four components may spread out arbitrarily in three-dimensional space (thus sampling the incident wavefield at different locations), while still achieve direction finding, and moreover to do so with enhanced accuracy. 1 This paper will focus on one particular array grid to spread out the four components -by placing them on a straight line in any permutation at any arbitrary inter-component spacings. Align the four component-sensors at distinct locations along a straight line, in any permutation, with any inter-sensor spacing. Let this array axis be parallel to the x-axis, without loss of generality. Denote the pressure-sensor's location as (x p , y p , z p ). The x-axis oriented velocity-sensor would then be located at (x p + ∆ px , y p , z p ); the y-axis oriented velocity-sensor would be placed at (x p + ∆ px + ∆ xy , y p , z p ); and the z-axis oriented velocity-sensor would lie at (x p + ∆ px + ∆ xy + ∆ yz , y p , z p ). Here, ∆ px , ∆ xy , or ∆ yz may be of arbitrary value, positive or negative. This means that the four component-sensors may be aligned in any permutation. See Figure 2 .1, wherein the velocity-sensor oriented along the x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis are respectively identified as V x , V y , and V z , with the pressure-sensor as P . For this spatially spread configuration, the 4 × 1 array-manifold is no longer (1), but as follows:
Array
a x =      u e j 2π λ [(∆px+xp)u+ypv+zp w] v e j 2π λ [(∆xy+∆px+xp)u+ypv+zpw] w e j 2π λ [(∆yz+∆xy +∆px+xp)u+ypv+zp w] e j 2π λ [xpu+ypv+zp w]      .(2)
Eigen-Estimate of the Steering Vector
Subspace-based algorithms eigen-decompose the data-correlation matrix, to estimate the incident emitter's steering vectorâ x = ca x , to within an unknown complex-value scalar c. That is, available from eigen-decomposing the data-correlation matrix would be
where the superscript T denotes transposition. For the moment, consider asymptotic or noiseless conditions, which would lead to
From (4), two complementary estimators of u are obtainable:
{i}
estimates u only ambiguously to within some (unknown) integer multiple (m×) of the frequencydependent ± λ ∆px , with m representing an integer to be evaluated.
{ii} The frequency-independentû
estimates u only ambiguously as well, but to within a ± sign.
The above two estimates (û phs andû mag ) can disambiguate one other as follows:
{a} Forû mag = u, the cyclic ambiguity can be resolved viam
.
{b} Forû mag = −u, the cyclic ambiguity can be resolved viam
{c} To choose betweenû mag = u versusû mag = −u: {d} u may now be unambiguously estimated asû =
The estimates,v andŵ, may likewise be obtained aŝ
Finally,û,v,ŵ together produce the direction-of-arrival estimates:
These arrival-angle estimates are valid over a support-region spanning the entire spherical space of θ ∈ [0, π) and φ ∈ (−π, π]. Therefore, direction finding has been achieved unambiguously, despite the four components' spatial separation, despite these separations' arbitrariness and sparseness.
Cramér-Rao Bound versus Inter-Component Spacing
The Enhanced accuracy of direction finding, obtained by spatially spreading the four-component acoustic vector-sensor, is investigated via Cramér-Rao bound analysis here.
To avoid distraction from these non-collocated components' array manifold, a simple statistical model will be used below for the signal and the noise: The emitted signal s(t) = e j(ωt+ ) is a pure tone at an angular frequency of ω, with an initial phase of . Both ω and are deterministic known constants.
At the mth time-instant of t = mT s , a 4 × 1 data-vectorz(mT s ) is collected by the four components:
where T s refers to the time-sampling period, andñ(t) denotes a 4 × 1 vector of additive zero-mean spatiotemporally uncorrelated Gaussian noise, with a known deterministic covariance-matrix of
That is, σ 2 represents the known noise-variance at each component-sensor. With M number of time-samples, the 4 × M collected data-set equals
where s = e j e jTsω , e j2Tsω , · · · , e jM Tsω T , ⊗ symbolizes the Kronecker product, µ represents a 4M × 1 noise vector with a spatio-temporal covariance matrix of Γ = I M ⊗ Γ 0 , and I M denotes an M × M identity matrix. Therefore information matrix, J, would have a (i, j)th entry equal to (equation (8.34) (14)- (15). These Cramér-Rao bounds would degenerate to those of a collocated acoustic vector-sensor as presented in Table IV of [4] . 
The above derived formulas (14)-(15) are plotted in Figure 2 , at SNR = 0dB, ω = 1000π, θ = . Figure 2 confirms that the Cramér-Rao bounds steadily decrease, as ∆ increases.
Similar trends can be readily derived for the case where all component-sensors are aligned instead along the y-axis or the z-axis.
Conclusion
This paper has shown how an acoustic vector-sensor's four components may be spatially distributed arbitrarily on a straight line, in order to extend the spatial aperture to improve the direction finding accuracy. This straight-line case represents one special case of the more general result in [8] . 
